SITE NOTICE 07

SITE NOTICE 08

SITE OUTLINED IN RED
LOCATIONS OF SITE NOTICES INDICATED WITH RED DOT
Section 1 & 2 of Existing Upper of Stone Wall Boundary to be Carefully Removed to Best Conservation Standards and Made Good with Selected Stone Coping & Selected Painted Metal Railings, to Provide Improved Visual Connection to Urban Space and Vista From Castle St.

Vertical Lighting Totum with Lighting & Signage

Existing Directional Signs & Posts Re-located

Existing Piers & Gate Retained

Part Existing Elevation of St. Mary’s Church Front / Northern Boundary

Main Street Lower Part Southern Street Elevation

EXISTING SECTION A-A

Part Proposed Elevation of St. Mary’s Church Front / Northern Boundary

Main Street Lower Part Southern Street Elevation

PROPOSED SECTION A-A
Upper Section of Existing Boundary Wall of Protected structure to be Removed to Best Conservation Practice and Re-used for Repairs of Remaining Wall & Remainder Retained on Site.

New Selected Painted Modern Boundary Railing with Vertical Metal Bars on horizontal Steel Members to Be Carefully Anchored to the Existing Piers to offer support to the existing Piers.

New Modern Railings to be Clearly a Modern Intervention but sensitive to Proportions of Original Railings. New Railings to be Independent Supported with a steel anchor posts and brackets carrying new railings.

New Granite Capping to Reduced Boundary Wall.

Steel Anchor Post with Concrete Foundation supporting New Proposed Railings.

NOTE: Existing Stone Piers, Lantern and Gates to be UNALTERED by Proposed Works.

Upper Section of Existing Boundary Wall of Protected structure to be Removed to Best Conservation Practice and Re-used for Repairs of Remaining Wall & Remainder Retained on Site.

New Selected Painted Modern Boundary Railing with Vertical Metal Bars on horizontal Steel Members to Be Carefully Anchored to the Existing Piers to offer support to the existing Piers.

New Modern Railings to be Clearly a Modern Intervention but sensitive to Proportions of Original Railings. New Railings to be Independent Supported with a steel anchor posts and brackets carrying new railings.

New Granite Capping to Reduced Boundary Wall.

Steel Anchor Post with Concrete Foundation supporting New Proposed Railings.

NOTE: Existing Stone Piers, Lantern and Gates to be UNALTERED by Proposed Works.

Upper Section of Existing Boundary Wall of Protected structure to be Removed to Best Conservation Practice and Re-used for Repairs of Remaining Wall & Remainder Retained on Site.

New Selected Painted Modern Boundary Railing with Vertical Metal Bars on horizontal Steel Members to Be Carefully Anchored to the Existing Piers to offer support to the existing Piers.

New Modern Railings to be Clearly a Modern Intervention but sensitive to Proportions of Original Railings. New Railings to be Independent Supported with a steel anchor posts and brackets carrying new railings.

New Granite Capping to Reduced Boundary Wall.

Steel Anchor Post with Concrete Foundation supporting New Proposed Railings.

NOTE: Existing Stone Piers, Lantern and Gates to be UNALTERED by Proposed Works.
ARTIST’S IMPRESSION OF PROPOSED MOHILL PUBLIC REALM VIEWING O’CAROLAN STATUE, RINN RIVER LOOKING TOWARDS MAIN & CASTLE ST.

N/S
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MOHILL FRAMEWORK FOR LIVING

SHERIDAN WOODS ARCHITECTS + URBAN PLANNERS
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N/S
ARTIST'S IMPRESSION OF PROPOSED MOHILL PUBLIC REALM VIEWING
MAIN ST UPPER AT BUTTERMKT LOOKING TOWARDS RIVER.

PART 8 PLANNING APPLICATION

SHERIDAN WOODS ARCHITECTS + URBAN PLANNERS

14 BAGGOT ST. LOWER, DUBLIN 2  TEL: 01 6764025    EMAIL: info@sheridanwoods.ie WEB: www.sheridanwoods.ie

CLIENT: LEITRIM COUNTY COUNCIL

TITLE: ARTIST'S IMPRESSION OF PROPOSED MOHILL PUBLIC REALM VIEWING
MAIN ST UPPER AT BUTTERMKT LOOKING TOWARDS RIVER.

DRAWN NO.: PA-202

DRAWN BY: SW

REV.: N/S

DATE: 25/09/20

SCALE: A3

MOHILL FRAMEWORK FOR LIVING
ARTIST'S IMPRESSION OF PROPOSED MOHILL PUBLIC REALM VIEWING ST MARY'S CHURCH LOOKING UP MAIN ST LOWER.

PART 8 PLANNING APPLICATION
Leitrim County Council

SHERIDAN WOODS ARCHITECTS + URBAN PLANNERS
14 BAGGOT ST. LOWER, DUBLIN 2  TEL: 01 6764025    EMAIL: info@sheridanwoods.ie WEB: www.sheridanwoods.ie

CLIENT: LEITRIM COUNTY COUNCIL  PROJECT: MOHILL FRAMEWORK FOR LIVING